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SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6,

TO BE OR NOT TO BEThat certainly seems
to be the question for William Shakespeare,
who apparently is baffling for his literary life.
There doesn’t seem to be any question in the

in the San Jose Theater Guild’s
presentation of "Othello," beginning March 15.
They are (I. to r.) James Dunn, Mrs. Nick Lickwar

ticipating

and James Bertino.

minds of the people above, who will be par-

Dr. Perlmutter Reviews
Stalin Book at 12:30
"Stalin’s Failure in China."
which has had an impact on the
recent Soviet -Chinese relationships,
will be reviewed by Dr. Amos
Perlmutter, assistant professor of
political science, at 12:30 today in
rooms A and B of the college
cafeteria.

The book, written by Conrad
Brandt, is an account of the first
Soviet attempt to take control of
China during the Chinese Revolur,
::te for a radio station tion of the 1920s.
or deal
], .1ilic relations?
Dr. Perlmutter received his
triton:,
fore
students
ietr
tnI
Ph.D. in political science from the
in public relations and writof California in 1957
ing continuity for liSJS will be University
major area wins the Far East.
held this afteinoon and tomorrow His
He also was a member of United
fmm 123o to 4:30 in SD132.
Nations Human Rights CommisWork in continuity will cover
sion, 1956-58.
the writinii of spot announcements,
Professor Perlmutter termed this
scripts for shows, and eventually
period discussed in the book a
ramatic seripts for those who
"critical and dramatic era." He
would like to participate.
plans to bring out this point in
Public relations assistants will his discussion.
Work on publicity, press releases,
Dr. Perlmutter will comment on
111,1 per, e,11 ..oritact
for the col- the rise of Chiang Kai-shek, the
lege EM station.
struggle for succession in ComExperience is helpful, but not a munist and National parties, and
Prerequisite for a job,
according Stalin’s betrayal of Communism
to Lindy Talbert, public relations and his failure in China.
director for the station.
The collapse of Karl Marx’s
-

zation needed ho’ the undeveloped
nations, but that they are not
being properly employed. "Another
organization is unnecessary," they
said. "present organizations meet
the needs Of poorer nations. if
used properly. and some of the
recommended
alorganizations
ready exist." They pointed out
S40 billion
of
total
that
a
is tied tip in various world organizations and not used properly.
Shephani Melzer and Mitchell
Wolf represented the Yeshiva team
in the debate which attracted over
200 persons to the auditorium.
Miss Enid Munsinger and Mike
Jose
San
represented
Moretti
State and the negative side.
Melzer pointed out that the
present series of agreements between the Free World are not

Pres. Wahlquist
Improves Following
Monday Surgery

China and the ticaths of Nikolai
Lenin, former Soviet leader, and
Pres. John T. V,tahlquist has
Sun Wen Sun Yat-sen. former
been placed in an intensive care
South China president, also will be
unit for post -operative care followbrought out in the book talk.
ing surgery performed Monday
This is not the only book deal- night to correct a hemorrhaging
ing with the Chinese which Brandt ulcer.
has written. He is co-author of "A
Dr. Thomas J. Gray, head, StuDocumentary of Chinese Comdent Health Services, emphasized
munism." Also the author has rethat such care is standard prop fog’
ceived a research.
cedure after major surgery has
Eastern Asian studies at Harvard.
been performed.
-Dr. Gray expressed satisfaetion
Co-Rec
with President Wahlquist’s improvement following the operation.
"I peisonally checked him this
The "Ilillbillj Hoedown- at to- afternoon," Dr. Gray said yesternight’s Co-Ree will feature the day, "and he was still doing very
dancing of the Village Squares, well."
with Dwane Nelson as caller, acPresident Wahlquist is expected
cording to Jo Anna Spatafore,
to remain in the intensive care
Co-lice publicity chairman.
unit for two or three days, accordAll students and faculty are in- ing to Dr. Gray. After that he will
vited to join in the dancing exhibi- be cared for in his regular hospital
tion, which will be held 8-9:15 p.m. bed for another week to 10 days,
in the Women’s Gym.
then he is expected to convalesce
Regular Co-Rec activit4es will at home for a like period.
item at 7:30 p.m. The featured
band is the Invaders. Students
may wear grubbies and should
bring Ai-ai cards.

Features
’Hillbilly Hoedown’

Unified Development Plan Helps
Yeshiva Capture Debate Laurels

nations meet their needs
to form
stahle economic strucl’hte’ undeveloped nations
"(Cr one-third of the world
" Must not fall to
the Commuif- the affirmative said.
The Sao Jose
team replied that
ttf’ existing
organizations are well
441 lo handle
any aid or capitall-
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Only an Actor,
States Hoffman

ii
AMA LE
DIAN) mAt 515
Auttiis’ hip of the plays attributed to William
Was William Shake,i-i.ire a genius or a fraud?
Shakespeare has been disputed off and on for
The question of authorship of Shakespeare’s
centuries. Calvin Hoffman is latest in a long line
writings will be presented today in TH55 at 12:30
of individuaLs who have claimed to have "inside
when Calvin Huffman, poet, playwright, and drama
information" proving that the works were actually
critic, presents his arguments that it was none
written by someone other than the bard.
other than Christopher Marlowe who wrote the
In an effort to determine the ,
. immortal poems and plays ascribed
consensus among scholars regard-1
to Shakespeare.
ing such claims, the Spartan Daily
it’ ffman’s lecture, presented by
interviewed a number of Engi:l
-.loge Lecture C’ornmittee, is
and humanities faculty metnbee-Kit Marlowe or William
Dr.
James Wood, professor
-i.akespeare ?’’ It is ,,pen to the-English, coin ment ed that, ’
,hlic without charge.
V
wiiti Id make no difference 1.,
For a quarter of a century HoffShakespearean scholars if it to
man has been absorbed in what
proved conclusively that someolo
has been ime of the most perplexauthored the works."
ing riddles of all time. He is conA school teacher in Torguay,
vinced that William Shakespeare
VENOM AND FEROCITV
England. said Saturday he is about
was not capable of producing the
"However, it is the venom of
to throw a literary bombshell into
excellent works that are ascribed
the anti -Shakespearean and the I
the controversy over who wrote
to him lodny.
ferocity directed toward the StratShakespeare’s plays.
"Every play and poem we have
ford boy which I find difficult to
Kenneth
Round.
42,
claims
that
been led to believe was written
understand."
he
can
prove
that
the
only
not
by William Shakespeare was writDr. Wood said the disputes are
due partly to Shakespeare’s emi- philosopher Sir Francis Bacon was’ ten by Christopher Marlowe,"
the
real
author
but
that
William
says Hoffman.
nence and partly to the fact that
Hoffman’s lecture will argue
everyone likes to discover some Shakespeare was a "degenerate
and
a
blackmailer."
. the theory that the Immortal Bard
great truth.
Round,
holder
of
degrees
in
helped per pet nate the most
"You can make yourself immortal. Your name would persist Latin. Greek. and English litera- gigantic hoax in historj. Ile conture,
said
he
will
soon
publish
his
’tends that Marlowe lived on after
as long as the author’s."
Dr. Robert H. Woodward, head findings in a 50,000 word dossier his supposed murder to write evhe
has
compiled
on
Shakespeare.
ery line attributed to Shakespeare.
of the English department, had
He said his theory was based
It was riot until four months
this to say: "For the past 100 1
Ion the contents of 14 sonnets and after the reputed "slaying" of
years, discovery of the authorship
1certain other works. "They con- Mat-loose, England’s most famous
of Shakespeare’s plays has beeome
a kind of scholarly game. So far. tain the whole story in code." he .poet-rtramatist of the time. Hoffoitirse, no one has been able added, "and I stumbled across the man maintains, that the world
first heard of the name "William
iImpute the fact, irrefutably. key to it."
’
Round said the clue to the key Shakespeare." Though 30 years
r
there vens a Shakespeare.
Even if the name is only a con- is in the inscription on Shake- old. Hoffman notes. up to that
was
never
Shakespeare
venience to librarians for cata- speare’s tomb at Holy Trinity time
Stratford on Avon
known or identified, as a poet or
loging purposes, the greatness of Church
playwright.
Ithe works under the name is not 1111.
In 1955. Hoffman brought all
a matter of dispute."
his arguments together in the
i
Dr. 0. Clinton Williams, cobook. "The Murder of the Man
ordinator of the humanities proWho Was ’Shakespeare.’" which
gram stated: "I thought the whole
promoted Christopher Marlowe as
controtersy over the authorship
the ghost writer for the "Stage
of the plays had been dead for
actor" Shakespeare.
50 years."
Jim Henry, 19, of 502 S.
He caused an international stir
Fourth St. was returning
A DEAD HORSE
in 1956 when he obtained permisfrom classes at San Jose City
Quipped Dr. Jack Fink, profession to open the grave of Sir
College three Wednesdays ago
sor ot English, -Hoffman is beatThomas Walsingham, Nlarlinve’s
when his scooter skidded
ing a dead horse.
patron and benefactor. Hoffman
across an oil spot. Henry
Dr. David P. Edgell, associate
hoped to find original manuscripts
flew off the scooter and hit
professor of English said: "I don’t
which would prove Nlarlow’s authe Auzerais Avenue pavesee why the College Lecture Fund
thorship but found only an empty
ment.
has to support the latest, begincrypt.
It took 12 stitches to close
ning with Delia Bacon, in a long
Hoffman currently is seeking
the tear in his chin.
line of the self-deluded or the
permission to open the grave in
Two Wednesdays ago, Hensensationmongers.Stratford -on -Avon. again seeking
ry was scooting along AuzerIt is the opinion of Dr. Philip
to solve the riddle once and for all
ais Avenue when a car pulled
Temko, professor of humanities.
and prove his theory that Shakeout in front of him. Henry
that "it is a profound waste of
speare did not write Shakespeare.
slammed into the car. He was
time."
As one newspaper critic said of
shaken -up. but uninjured.
"Personally," Dr. Ternko stated.
Shakespeare
Hoffman’s theory.
Last
Wednesday
Henry
"I believe that Marlowe, Bacon
actually wrote the works attribrode his bike. Feeling secure.
and Cervantes collaborated to
uted to him i these parallelisms
Henry approached a stop sign,
write the plays and that it was
would seem to b’: in" him as a
put on the brakes, broke the
not Cervantes but Shakes-peare
prince of Nap.,
brake pedal, and almost shot
who wrote "Don Quixote."

Some Like Willie ’
tners, Marlowe;
Bacon, Anyone?

PROPOSAL
The pitiposal was referred to
council’s six standing committees
or consideration. They are con.titution and by-laws, finance,
campus problems, academic, communications and special problems.
Committee recommendations are
expected at today’s meeting.

ROMAN TOPOLSKI
contending that the Free World
echnomic warfare with the
(Rtutturilst nations and that a
ied development
plan is needto alit
undeveloped nations and
rake them that our
system is
teoer, Yeshiva
University debate
*en uon the
judges’ decision lest
httet in Mortis
Dailey Auditorium.
cents must he
set up, to he
gradually. and industries must
developed" to aid the Linde-

(*is%

pAT

2:30 Pm.
All interested students are insited to the meeting, according
chairtnan.
w Steve Larson, council
Hauck’s recommendation, presented at last week’s council meeting. suggested that Student Council either justify class governments
or abolish them. "Class governments serve no meaningful purp ," Hauck gaid.

Script Writers
Interviewed Today

IN.

SJS Scholars
Defend Bard

WILLIE? -0R WON’T HE?

.4i arguments concernliauck’s proposal to
Me
governnients Will be
owed al iislay’s Student Council
meeting itt the College Union at

PROGRESS REPORTS
Coordinating Advisory Committee, a group which supervises the
six investigating committees that
study campus needs, will present
committee progress reports.
Reports are expected from four
consult tee dirssiors, who supervise
he ASH committee system. Direcois will present committee progress reports over the past two
months.
Directors reporting will be Bob
Cootz, Steve Sedgwick, Barrett L.
Aergia and Don Carrol. Bob
Veers, ASH executive secretary,
heads the direetor eommittee system.

Ads movement

(tor
miait

Will Real Shakespeare Please Stand?

p,

In other business:
Election Board is expected to
report on it directive referred to
t at last week’s council meeting
concerning a proposed IBM system
of voting for campus elections. The
irective was proposed by Pete
:McGrath, Campus Problems Committee chairman.

guest speaker at tonight’s Initiation hanquel to the sortet, for

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

isoilpf.35

Council Airs
Class Issue
At Meeting

Richard V. Drake of the GenElectric Co. will be the

eral

;aimed at combating the USSR’s
; inroads into poorer nations hut
1are "overlapping, fleeting agreements" subject to change as they
feel necessary. Not more experts
or sitniM another organization is
needed, but a central authority to
eliminate competing blocs which
divide the world. No present pmvisions of any agreements can
solve this peiblem, he said.
"Many of the poorer nations
need diversified crops" as well or
in place of industrialization. MOretti said in rebuttal. "And," he
added, "any new plan must assume
the cooperation ot all nations. The
affirmative charges there is now
no cooperation, only ronflicting
aims. Why would the nations neeessarily change for the’ sake of
another agreement?"

Classic Film Series
Has Puppet Version
Of Poet’s Comedy
"Presei,,,m; Shakespeare w

Robert Ore-tn. professor of English, seemed to sum tip the feeline
of local scholars. "I am suspicious
and unsympathetic with all such
ithi claimants.

puppets is like playing Beethoven
on a kazoo: it sounds awful, hut
if you can get used to the idea it
can be fun."

Wednesday Jinx
’Shakes’ Student

into the busy intersection.
Today’s Wednesday. Wonder if Henry is leaving the
house?

World Wire

FORMER PREMIER PREDICTS DE GAI’LLE’s DOWNFALL
So comments Time magazine
Ld /NISON i CPI , The British split with France waiened yesterabout ’’Midsummer Night’s day following a broadcast on Britain’s government -owned television
Dream" which accompanies "Sky- of a statement by former French Premier Georges Bidatilt, who prescraper" at the classic film series dicted the overthrow of the French government.
today at 310 and 7 p.m. in Morris’
Bidault made the statement in a filmed interview telecast MonDailey Auditorium. Actor Richard day night by the British Broadcasting Corporation on a
popular
Burton will narrate the play, with’ program called "Panorama," which claims an audience
of nine milmany members of London’s Old lion persons.
Vic Company as the characters.
In the interview, Bidault, who has been in flight from France
The second flint "Skyscraper" said his underground Council of National Resistance was plotting
will show the building of a 39-story President Charles de Gaulle’s overthrow and was confident of $11CCPSS
skyscraper. It will include steps
SPAIN EXTR ADI VI:A FOR M ER NAZI
from the initial architectural plans
FRANKFRUT, Germany ’UPI) Reinhold Vorberg, the first es to the final occupancy. It is an Nazi extradited by Spain. arrived here yesterday to stand trial for
American film, winning eight’ the allege(’ mass murder of 100,000 mentally retarded persons during
awards from various foreign film World War It.
festivals.
In its request for Vorberg’s extradition. the West German gOVAdmission to the series is free ernment accused him of the mass exterminations while helping Adolf
and open to members of the col- Hitler carry out his plan for a "master race"
Vorberg’s extradition ended lengthy negotiations between West
lege community. The event is sponsored by the Spartan Programs :Germany and Spain. Experts said it was the first time Spain had
Citrornittee and the Audio ViSlail extradited a former Nazi. although it had extradited persons wanted
on criminal charges in West Germany.
Service Center.

Prof To Discuss
’Color’ Psychology
IS" ,1
111:11-0.,
SUS,I’llt Ode
What
to one product and skeptical of
another?
Dr. Thomas Cornsweet, associate
professor of psychology at University of California. Berkeley, will
discuss the "Psychology of Color"
today from 4:30 to 6 in A133.
The talk is sponsored hy the
Industrial Design Department and
is open to art, advertising, psychology majors plus interested students and faculty.
Dr. Cornsveeet is a consultant on
oolor and design problems in the
iirlvertising and marketing fields
And speriali/r, in Twn.rloHn

Fellowship Begins
Series on Religion
The Roger Williams Fellowship,
Baptist campus religious organization. announces the beginning of a
lecture series on "An Examination
of Religion," starting tonight at 7
at the Roger Williams House, 156
S. 10th.

in this county for one year after
his return to make speeches on
his experiences; have an academic average of B or better;
be a native citizen of the United
States; submit a written application; and have a personal interview," said Dr. Stanley in briefly
outlining the program’s requirements.
MORE INFORMATION
Further information and preliminary applications are available from Dr. Stanley in his
office, CH2.29.
Preliminary applications are
due March 14.
The Community Ambassador
Program, through the Experiment in International Living,
founded in 1932, is an independent, non-profit institution with
no political or religious affiliations. Local sponsorship is by the
World Affairs Council of San
Jose in cooperation with several
civic organizations.

By MIKE DUNNE
India, the land of contrasts,
a rising new nation of Africa,
and coffee and banana rich
Costa Rica and Guatemala, or
one of several other countries
in Asia. Eastern and Western
Europe. Latin America, and the
Middle East eould well be the
summer home for one or more
qualified San Jose State students.
First stop on the road to a
foreign land is in the office of
Dr. Raymond W. Stanley, associate professor of geography,
where any interested student
may pick up a preliminary application for competition in the
.Community Ambassador Program of the Experiment in International Living.
"Qualifications require that a
student: live long enough in
Santa Clara County to talk
knowingly and adequately about
it; guarantee that he will remain

gasify care

At Low, Low Prices
All work done by qualified
students under supervision

SULLIVAN BEAUTY COLLEGE

CY 5-9516

115 ‘reel San Fernando St.

A permanent color shampoo tint
that gives you that natural look.
Choose from 18 colors and shades.

The goal of the program is to
create mutual respect and understanding among the different
peoples of the world. It hopes to
gain this goal by introducing an
ambassador to life in another
country as it is lived by the citizens of that country.
SIX WEEKS
Each student lives with his
summer family for about six
weeks. Another two weeks are
spent touring the country to
which he is sent, usually with his
"adopted" family.
Cost of the experience is largely financed by the program,
which will pay about 75 per cent
of the total. According to Dr.
Stanley, any student going is _
asked to pay what he can afford
for the trip’s expense, usually 20
to 25 per cent of the total. If
he can’t affoid to pay anything
the program will pay all.
The first SJS student to participate in the program was
Martha Allshouse, who spent two
months with a family in Acqui,
Italy, in the summer of 1959.
Since Miss Allshouse initiated
the local program several other
students have taken advantage
of the opportunity.
One of these, Lynnet Auker,
Is still attending SJS. Miss Auker, a senior social science major,
participated in the Community
Ambassador Program in 1961.
TWO COUNTRIES
Cost Rica and Guatemala were
the two countries where Miss
Auker spent most of her time.
She also made brief visits to
Columbia, Panama, and Mexico.
"Living with these families
was a marvelous experience .
they took me right into their
homes and hearts and treated
me as a daughter," she said.
Although Miss Auker visited
Costa Rica during the summer
rainy season, she termed the
weather, "Exactly like San Jose’s
. . . it just rained an hour or
two each day."
MIXED FEELINGS
"The Costa Ricans view the
United States with mixed feel-
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Entered as second class matter April
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Advertising Manager KENT VLAUTIN
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MIKE DUNNE

ings, even with a government
that has more in common with
the U.S. than most other Latin
American county:es," replied
Miss Auker when asked how she
found the Costa Ricans’ attitude
toward this country.

Miss Auker found that Costa
Rica differed sharply from most
Latin American countries in five
respects: a democracy with all
the freedoms Americans associate with the term democracy;
(Continued on Page 3)

Don’t Just Absorb,
Seek What’s Real
R C Lee (asst. prof. of chemistry) claims that our "formal
higher educational system" is inadequate because it "does not
provide the broad well-balanced
and up-to-date background for
the student . .." Yet he is very
quick to point out that "this is
not in criticism of the students
who faithfully learn what is
presented them . . ."
Although I agree with him
about the superficiality of the
formal system, I do not understand why he does not find
equally repugnant students who
absorb "faithfully" whatever
they are taught. It would seem
seasonable to me: to expect students to be faithful only in
their attempts to discern what
is real as distinguished from
what is not, to discern the nature of careful and rational
thinking as opposed to that which
is rooted in smugness, complacency and wishful fantasy. Certainly this does not include the
additional promise "to faithfully
learn what is presented .. ."
Ron Broekett
ASB 16264

Reader Protests
’Black Dictator’

SENIOR DRAMA MAJOR Zoe Kamitses is learning how to be
the stage wife of Joseph Paul Glasner (center), as San Jose
Theater Guild Director James Dunn coaxes the actors to try
and feel more comfortable together on stage. This is only one of
several "domestic problems" which take place in the Guild’s
forthcoming production of Shakespeare’s "Othello" at the Civic
Auditorium Montgomery Theater March 15, lb, 22 and 23.

Student, Three Grads
In ’Othello’ Production
One San Jose State College
student and three graduates
have been named for the San
Jose Theater Guild production of
"Othello" March 15, 16, 22, and
23.
Zoe Krunitses, senior drama
student, will appear as Emilia,
wife of the villainous Iago. She
has appeared in five plays at
the Montgomery and was selected "Best Actress" in the lead
role of Sarah in the 1962 SJS
production of "J.B."
Carolyn Dunn, 1962 graduate,
will take the lead role of Desdemona, Othello’s wife. While at
SJS. Miss Dunn appeared in 15
plays, winning an award for
outstanding freshman in 1958.
James C. Bertino, 1956 SJS
graduate and president of the
Theater Guild, will portray Mon-

tano, governor of Cyprus.
Student admission is $1.25 and
general admission $2. Tickets are
available from the Theater Guild
secretary, 251-5470.

Editor:
On Feb. 8, 1963, a group of
military men and retired officers,
together with some civilians,
overthrew the existing government in Iraq. They have established a dictatorship headed by
the "black dictator" Aref. From
the onset the new regime began
an all-out campaign to eliminate
all resistance. Claiming that

47 North First Street

Enjoy smoking
Smoke a pipel
Andwhile you are shopping, fry
one of our select blends of fine
imported or domestic tobacco. Just
right for the discriminating pipe
smoker,

their aim was the ei,:rdnatlun
communism,
they have
tried to wipe out all
forms
opposition.
To carry out its
Mil,
group has established
what
calls thc "National Guard."
C
sisting, in the main,
of
school students armed with au,
mane weapons the "Guard.
authorized to keep "the pew
in Iraq.
I strongly protest the
sa
inhuman methods practiced
those whose alleged aims
unity, freedom and six. ’
Unity cannot be achieved by
blood bath. Freedom n can ao
exist under despotism. See
cannot exist along with 9
ism and imperialism.
In the name of human rith
and dignity I appeal to you
low students to protest tin
blood thirsty regime which c
erates by committing su,
atrocities.
Sandra lilt:male
ASH Allti?
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Insurance Savings Announced
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Paymnte. Other coverages at OM
parable savings. Payments can
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merlon to George Carnobe
California Casualty, IBM The
Alameda, S.J. 244.900
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Free Estimates
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PAINT & BODY SHIB
Our New Location
606 Sunol At Savaker
San Jose

This week your SJS Campus Shops salute Gloria Gurske past l’esident of,
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority and "Greek of the Week."
Miss Gurske cam to San Jose in 1160 as a transfer from the University
of Arizona in Tucson. In her brief period of time at State she has managed
to make the most of her time and talents to benefit the college community
and everyone around her.
On campus, Gloria has been active as a Sparta Camp Counselor, En
Orientation leader, Secretary of the Homecoming Committee. Recoding and
Corresponding Secretary for the Society for the Advancement of Management,
and was chosen as a representative to Hart’s Student Management WorkshoP.
In her Sorority, Alpha Chi Omega, Gloria has served as President, scoorEy
program chairmen, Rush Chairman, Standards Chairman, and we: chosen es
outstanding Pledge of her pledge class. Gloria also edited the Sorority Rusk
Handbook, was a delegate to the Alpha Chi Omega National Conyention
Miami Reach, and was chosen by the AWS as one of the Fifty outstanding,
women on campus.
Gloria is a graduating Senior majoring in Business and Industrial lite
agernent. She is twenty three years old and comes to San Jose from Redone
Beach. Calif.
Gloria’s many contributions to the campus community zhd the Giro
system at San Jose coupled with her sincere interest in bet,’ q herself rd
1..nrvia9 re’
her college make Gloria Gordis an outstanding citizen And
GREEK OF THE WEEK
cipiant of this title

ANNUAL SPRING
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design of San Jose State’s
Primo Villarruz
1961 La Torre,
reknown in San
has reached
Francisco, but not in his in-
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tended field.
Graduating from San Jose with
a devote in Commercial Art,
now nharnattl his last
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CY 2-0462

l0th & Santa Clara

RAY CONNIFF
HIS ORCHESTRA

AND

CHORUS AND

’,So<

"CONCERT IN STEREO"

NOW SEE AND HEAR THIS GREAT ORCHESTRA AND
CHORUS IN PEREON - PRESENTED WITH THE AID
OF A SPECIALLY INSTALLED 530,000.00 STEREO
SOUND SYSTEM.
TICKETS 4.50, 3.75, 3.00, 2.25

Sat., Mar. 16-8:30
at
San Jose Civic Aud,

San Jose Box Office. Ste. Claire Hotel
Phone CY 5-0888 For Information
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DRIVE-IN

Twin-Vue Drive -1n

"DAY OF WINE AND ROSES"

south suren

’A CHILD IS WAITING"

"GYPSY"
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north %riper

III’ATEMALA

CY
3060

Tho Alameda
-SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER"

396 South First

s Prr,11/Lt on
"GIRL

WITH A SUITCASE"
[,r sr Frod...ct(on

"FOLLOW THE BOYS"
Connie Franca

J

SARATOGA 21,

T’s

Paula Prentiss

14507 Big Basin Way
-WALTZ OF THE TOREADORESFt for Sella,

THE PASSWORD IS COURAGE"
ri 8,31,10

"THE KISS"

SAN JOSE’S

NOW
PLAYING

riftitt
THEATRE!

It is different.
If is daring.
Most of all, in its
own terrifying
way, it is
a love story...
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this
in beauty
made me an
expert in .90 minutes
In the privacy of 3 pretty pink Merle Norman Cosmetic
Studio, a skilled beauty expert taught me lhe secrets of Complexion care and the make-up techniques so necessary for
today’s fashionably natural look. She helped me choose the
proper cosmetics tor my cain skin coloring and she showed
me the professional tricks of proper application

SIGM.1 PM Fraleosi
Siarra
Brollie:-,
Phi Erksilon are: Erie
Phillip Baker. Stext Sdr
Thomas Kearns, lionti alutmos
Gordon Stroud, William Cur Howarti
dean, Thomas Guist,
Blonsky, David Blakesley. Thor -as Frazier, Stephen Hall. I. -.
Walker. Stephen Larsen, Si,’.
Lenheim and .lames Smith. Outis Eric Rasstanding 1rlge
mussen.
limit hi IS!

ITAK-A.k

I was prettier than ever betore. Best of all. I now look my
loveliest esery das.. For a more beautiful new you -visit sour
Merle Norman Studio as I did. You’ll receive expert help
and guidance, absolutely free! Merle Norman Cosmetics has
been established 12 hcauts %eats

38

E.

Merle
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Dance to the ntittir of
kanney & hi, 10 piece Band
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Get Started Early
To Better those Grades

Think & Read !

.
$
$

Rnrrons Education Series

:

Littlefield Adams outlines Study Master Outlines

Sc 6eurm’s Olin

Monarch outlines

Made Simple Series

Univ, Minnesota Pamphlets

Hyman outline Series

Data Guides

Barnes & Noble Outlines
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San tntonio

TONICIIT

Nineteen local youngsters, tatleeted from 70 contestants, will
perform Sunday at a Youth Concert for UNICEF at 3 p.m. in
Concert Hall.
Proceeds of the convert will
go to UNICEF for its ()mgr.’’,
eu assisiing some 420 health ati.1
nutrition projects in Ma coun
tries and territories.
Tickets are available for a d.’
nationof !MCC at the door.

. N .

CY 5-9872

free lesson

UNICEF Concert
Set for Sunday

111111 sintt!

ill , {,... ,
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728 North 13th St.

c
Newly electsai cut tilt’s ill’P
John Terrill. president: Jim AnJohn
derson. vice president:
Gaumer. secretary; Ray Mae.
Earland. treaserer; Bill
I ledge trainer: Ed Smith
ist; and Ray Burton
chairman

%WIN!
it,,
bad. a Oh two
to a bed . . . Guatemalans say
you go to the hospital to die."
When
Miss Auker visited
Guatemala -Iwo years ago -she
saw Fidel Castio’s tic turns hung
on walls with candles placed in
front of them.
On this she commented, "Castio is a symbol of change for
represents
these people . . .
the hope ot change," She added,
"Guatemala supports and agrees
with the United States, hut the
Guatemalan govenrment is not
responsive to the needs of tho
people and this is I urning them
toward communism."
Concluding her comments on
her experience as a Communitv
Ambassador, Miss Anker said.
"It’s an extremely wortheihie
experienve . . . old ideas about
each other change and thele is
15 nsiderable learning on latth
sides."

Sod- arid ilre-o, at log

,, Pen’ ). 6
N.

LIVE AT

ALPHA (-III ONIF:Ii
Rio Blake heads the WI/111411 of Alpha Chi I ine.tri during -the
spring semester. The rest of her staff includes, aLier-ella Seligman
presitlent; latnt
first NiEe president; DeeDee Dumesnid second
Tieslau, treasurer; Ann Warren, Fehalarship, l,sty Lehman, son
nic
chairman; and Laurie Wilcox. puula

Beautiful .%%eater. and
now reduced to isql.fir{.

the

Special Sunday
Jam Sessions

The Sakura Gardens in San Jose will be the location for the
Delta Sigma Phi pledge dance March 29. At the dance the DSP
pledge class will be honored.

,I. irt..

i

111 P4/

DELTA SILMA PHI

CONTRASTS

\ IM

1/

IRON(

DERBY DAY

k

114111111 11111..

DANCING FRIDAY
& SATURDAY NITES

Tickets for Sigma (’hi Derby Day are on sale for 50 cents in
the Student Affairs Business Office, T1116, or in a special booth in
front of the cafeteria. Derby Day is slated for March 23 and will
include a day of events between the 12 sororities and the three
women’s dormitories.
JB

STORE-WIDE
CLEARANCE

to Allot,

-

(Redwood City)

At night you’ll see a different surfer. No longer is he grubby,
for cardigan sweaters, white shirts and tie are the thing.
To this group Santa Cruz has become their foster Nene. BM
all is not lost for soon Easter will be here and the Southland beadles
will be theirs again.
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and ROUND.TRIF 8Y PLANE NEW
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INFORMATION 0, Ctrs" G. Sanibel
Un,vors,e of San Fanco.co
San Fanc,sco 17, California

low discount.

With them also they have brought "woodies." These are the:7
wheels usually a ’48 Ford split-paiel stationwagon with the back
window out so their boards will have a resting place.
The Sound of the Southland Dick Dale and the Del --tones
album Of "Surfers Choice" has entertained them on their journey
from Huntington, Malibu, San Onotre and other beaches.

VZ

$

University el San Fr3ncisco
UADALAan RA Saar.
an r. or
$747 00

they’re here---I love surfing too.

"There were so many sick
children, especially with loot and
eye flit:F.11SM" commented Miss
Auker.
"In a hospdal," she continued,
"I saw ward after ward of children ill with malnutrition and
parasites. The eonditions in this

$
$

reel

call 3684259

at SJS. With them they have broughtblack or Hue tennies, elure
levis, grubby sweatshirts and their "special" haircut. ButI’m ; ’

NICE CHILDREN

%

1%3 SUMMER SESSIONS ABROAD

Factory Warranty. Dealer’s Service

Gremmies Ho, Dad!

In sharp contrast to the Spanish culture of the Coste Ricans,
Guatemalarta have a largely
backgtound. She stayed
with the Senor Mario Fornos
family, and had four "sistera"
and two "brothers."
"I was impressed f i MI W1111
the great number of soldiers,
jails, largely Ind with politittal
prisoners, and army illS1 a 11:1 lions," said Miss Auker, arklina,
"whenever we took a trip svo
often had to slow, almost stop
completely, when we approached
a large concrete Ilse in the road.
Standing beside this rise would
soldier who %wear] jot doe n
be
our license number as he did t,..
every passim: car."
For two days Miss Atiker
t aired a section of Guat.
1 -;iy that was representathe
Iliac’ three-quarters of the couny’s people his P.

-MIRACLE WORKER-

-

The
concert
ripened
with
Brahnua
"Academic
Festival
Overture," based on several Ger-

Also used care at

The soma of surfing has come to dry ole San Jose. From the
Southland, droves of surfers, bodads and gremmies have enrolled

lack of any army and no prr,iclothe! bodyguard; the great
number of tirtlitl1.1111111 01.V11017S;
the great emphasis Haver’ on
erliwation. with the largest perventage of the national budget
going toward education; and the
European ancestry of the people.

-BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ-

The quiet
man student man
13-stiess opening of the piece vflia
coatra.sted by the forceful triumph finale, during whieh the
band sounded full and grand.
A repeat performance will be
given turuccht at 8-15. There is
no admission charge.

ALL NEW 1963 CARS
AT LOWEST PRICES

By CAROL SWENSEN
Society Editor

IContIniwil from Page 1)

"FANNY’

cnn Scarab Flea+ co
"DIVORCE ITALIAN STYLE"
Norn,oal’ont for
Aworclo
-BIG CITY BLUES"
Ct nominated for
I Award honors

at,et

lee Tot

SJS Coed Reminisces
About Central America

111111MERMSWIRINISIFIRIBIROPMII
the Unlyers’S
t has managed
est comma ’1

-neSery’rernerv,Crerse-w, 1 1

ati "AmerThe Dillards.
ica’s most exciting bluegrass
group." will be the featured act
at the Folk Theater, 970 S. First
St. this weekend. The group will
appear tomorrow night, Friday
and Saturday.
Bluegrass music, the group’s
specialty, is a hiehly stylized
idiom developed in the southern
mountains of the United States.
The music features a drivine,
atid-picking banjo style made
in tutus by Earl Scruggs, and
t::Iled "Scruggs Picking’’ after
him.
other instruments rontributm4 to the unusual sound of bluegrits musie are mandolin, guitar,
and the Doltro, an aconsiic steel
guitar which blends in intricate
patterns with I he banjo for an
effect found rails in bluearass.

TROPICAIRE
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ran
nine cc The Sude irom the.
Royal
1. ii evia irks
by
Music"
Handel which LS in !Nur movements, a proud opening ’woe ure,
a mute melodic La Paix, a gay
dancelike I-Unitive with a big
majestic Menuetto, which was
reminisent of "Worthy is the
Lamb" from the same cornpas(e’s "Messiah."

a..ia
In contrast to this rather light
work was the cry profound and
serious TOCCIlla and Fugue in
D Minor" by Baeh. The original
work was comismed for the organ, but when put in the hands
of 70 musicians it demands it
great deal of articulation on the
part of each player. The general
affect was that of the largemalt -tank cathedral organ.

alustcal history, 406 years ..t
it. flee, by in KO inmates 1,1,1
night when the SJS Symphona
Band filled Concert Hall with
music of the Baroque to the (sintemporary.
A brisk contemporary selection. "Rowdy Dance," by Emma
Tuthill, a retired musicologist,
seemed to impress the audience
most as evidenced by the enthusiastic reception the audience

Sam Hinton, known tor his
combination of grasl
and
informed scholarship, will be on
campus Friday evening in E132
at 8 as the main personality for
the Folk Music Society.
Hinton, playing one of the few
original traditional guitar styles,
has a repertoire of some several
thousand songs including some
400 from oral sources.
Interested in animals and singintt since his ho howl in Texas.
Hinton has made both of these
his profession anti is the curator
of the Museum -Actium-turn at
Scripps Institution of Oceanography on the U.C. campus in San
Diego.
He juts appeared throughout,
the United States and in Europe
in concerts, on records, television
and radio. His first appearance
was with vaudeville, and his talents have now spread to the
fields of marine-biology scientist,
folk song scholar and author. He
recently contributed 54 of his
source" folk snngs to the
I r wary
Ct alma- s Archive.

, Location
At Savoie
Jose

M

Band Presents Varied Program

Concert Friday

The Dillards on
Al Folk Theater

LIVE! ON STAGE! IN PERSON!

N CAR
a fib

Still working in the Jack Tarr
Hotel Gas Buggy Room, Kim’s
new record is the title song for
"A Girl Named Tamiko." The
love theme for the movie, presently showing at the Fox Theater, has interested several recording companies in his potential.

Flotver
Shop

3.00

’s
alas

aesfic

cut his first

Bakmas

Shampoo

cream rinse and set

EWilliam

and

Kim was featured on the
Darien Record Hop last week
and autographed cc c’ it rot s at
Campi’s Friday evening.

(Closed Tuesdays)
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Commercial Art Graduate Scholar, Singer
Sam Hinton
Sets a New ’Record’

SS,
Sc

TEXT OUTLINES
Cliff’s notes

Twentieth Cen’,

yCwS

Series

Robert’s Book Co.
Book
Out

Specialists

4th across from the

Library

Winter Eyes Saturday, Miller Silent
As Stanford Relays Draw Closer
...:,..,, n the Crii-i, 7-2. yester-.,11 J.s.e State
to Palo Alto
contest ,,kth

RENT A

rTWAKIA.N.

,7,7
til grm win.

Wednesday, Nlarch 6, I:433

Football Livens;
Spring.
T oay , s Format: Contact

The only singles winner tor San:a Clara was Lally Gill, who beat
Judah. 3-6, 7-5, 7-5.
for S:in Jose were
1,1 NW& hi Rules
Drake and Draper. and Adams and
G gat
Plenty ot beefy linemen will be
The Spartan freshman team also knocking heads today as Bob
,:ot started on the right foot. beat- ritchenal sends his 1963 football
1 sE OUR "RET
aspirants through their first con.ng San Jose City College. 10-0.
trolled scrimmage of the young
nit
Pl. 1\’’
piing grain -on session.
NOW IT’s D&D AUTO SUPPLY
The Spartan.. will be a heav(Formrly Urci Auto Supply)
ier, point-prominiter team than
last fall’s squad. which molded
A COMpfillt L!rie of Pats I Acctiteriles
S
01.1111.1i9S MACH
E f.,1,N1
AND
Phone 292.3147
3.41 A tan Sairadof
a record that every Spartan folT V AntfttlA,
AmstHinig Tiso
Third & San Fernando
lower Is trying to forget about.
Hoard ins See Cave,
Transfers from neighboring and
sot -of-state junior colleges have
;ern Titchenal and staff scurrying
or football pants with larger
vaistline measurements. Three ot
he transports scale 240 or more
As the current 110-man turnou,
vill be squaring off at one anothel
he Spartan coaching stall’ wib
Se. our selection of
Ulu) be keeping a close eye on
Martin, Goya. and Christy instruments
)lace-kicker Richard Talley.
A dumpy 5-14, 220 pounds, the
Fullerton J.(’. Import W11/4 born
%%Rh two deformed hands and a
defiirmed foot. This inspired
Tetley to work on one facet of
-"V"."1.40540101,4111VOW,Vi#;

TYPEWRITER

I

singles contests and two of "
three doubles, in registering wui. For the Spartans, Dick Di
defeated Chuck Cary, 6-1, b
Gold) Stroud defeated Bill Jai- ,
6-3. 6-4; Bob Adams defeated 1.
FA et hart. 6-3. 6-1; Larry Ural , ,
defeated Nick Grey. 6-1, 6-0, and i
Rich Gugat defeated Ken Wal,-

*

FOLK

Guitars-Banjos-Ilusic

athletics and under the tutelage,
of veteran kicking specialist
Ben Agajanbui, he des eloped
rapidly.
At Fullerton last year he converted 23 of 24 PAT-attempts. So
tar this season. Titchenal reported
that Talley was kicking them in
from the 50-yard line with a minimum of approach.
San Jose State will be 80111P
what larger in the backfield.
especially with 215-pound
Charles Harraway, a sophomare
fullback, in the itueup.

Frosh Wrestlers
visit Modesto J

110 relay teain.

Mike Gibeau, Jose Ale,.

Ben
I Tucker aral Sliddleton a irs lied Wed for the distance medisi.s, with
Jim Groothoff, Larry LeFall, Giteau and Tucker going in the two
r.le
51iddieton Is tentatively sselieduled to run sin the MO and mile
relay tandems also. Bob Taylor,
V ill.- Darone and Jim Shankla

manpuwe the high hurdle
elan."
yud %. ebb, Murat’
and
bead are selieduled Is
us- 1.,.
Winter feels that
Just as strong ns
meets illustrated.
prove, against rclatr.,ij
competition. Only the Sant,
Youth Village gave ti,, s
a mild go-around, httt
also dumped by ST

THE PAINT BOX

If anybody knows any freshman
or junior college teams which
might be free this weekend, Miller,
the frosh mentor may be interested. His Spartababes, scheduled
, to compete in both running and
, field relay events, may instead
wind up idle.
The original plan called for both
field and liming competition. Latest word has it that only four relay
events will be held in the froshl
ranks. Miller naturally wants all
his men active, and may hold an
all-comers meet Friday, if necessary.

The wrestling dual meet season
The freshman thInclads imat San Jose State comes to an ofas Jim
(kraal close today, when the Spar- prerwed last weekend
performtan frosh visit Modesto Junior Col - Beane% 14-0 pole vault
ance led them to a rout of Footlege for a 4 p.m. encounter.
Franklin’s
Hugh Mumby will get this last hill College. Harvey
look at some of next year’s var- comeback 4:24.6 Will In the mile
sity potential. namely undefeated and Ken Dunn’s first. seeond
Gary Scardina 16-0 in dual meets) place tie and two thirds ill the
In the 157-pound class and Dick field events were other strong
Law head, who has been topped showings.
only once in the 167 weight diviJimmy Omagbemi returns to acsion.
tion after last week’s layoff, joinTo date, the Spartababe matmen ing Dwight Middleton, Tom Webb
have eompiled a 1-4-1 record.
anti Lloyd Mural s.n the varsity

Station KX-RX
10 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Three Teams Win Berths
For Intramural Tournament

distinctive bridal sets from $100
rings may be purchased separately

Three independent league team,
are now assured of basketball
tiairnament berths, and two other
teams are fighting for a fourth,
according to Dial Unruh. San Jose
’4ite intramural director.

91 SOUTH FIRST ST.
307 TOWN iS COUNTRY
VILLAGE

The Cal-Basvaiians will be one

71-is ig ANcent.
Ne used +o work
at Yager *Siva.
doserri WOM
+here anymake, .
-Mei had to lei
Wm go. Asa
illChANIC

By DAVE NEWH011 st.
Two things are clear i,ut not
relatedin the minds el flack
coaches Bud Winter and Dean
Miller as Saturday’s Stanford Relays draws near. With Winter, it’s
determination, and Miller, it t,t
plain perplexity.
Winter, the successful ti ack
dean, is out to prove his Spartan,
.te not iaerrated and that their
,olisidcx1 wins over the last two
us eeks aren’t just flukes. Califorow’s running Bears and hosting
Stanford are ticketed for a rough
workout against SJS as Winter
Isaes it.
Tickets for the 19:30 triangular are $1 for Asti card holders
and $2 without.

of the tournament representatives
from the A league, Unruh said.
The Rejects, a B league team, and
’he Rum Runners, a D league
squad, will also compete. he added.
One (’ league’ representative
will be decided on tonight, when
AKOTC No. 1 and the Pollee
School, now tied for first place,

In Monday nicht act isun, the
Rum Runners whipped the Beavers. 69-36, behind a 21 -point output by Dave Armstrong. AFROTC
No. 1 topped the Stuffs. 48-29.
Earl Kelley scored 18 for the winners. and Larry McPheeters hit
an equal total for the Muffs. Both
acre D league games.
In C league action. AROTC No.
1. sparked by 14 points for Brian
%lel, beat the Old Crows, 50-35.
Mike Gilbert scored 14 for the
losers.
Three forfeits gave victories I.
Sigma Nu No. 2, the 545 Club
and the Rejects.

STORE FOR MEN
Downtown, San Jose
Since 1925

tiE

was Oufer
erect and
ma rinedTh04 D.

Third Annual

SUMMER FLIGHT18

Depart: S.F. to London
Return: Paris to S.F.

June
Sept. 3

Via Super DC 7-C Luxury Aircraft
Complimentary In-Flight Net Meals
Certificated Scheduled Carriers Only
Your Group
Professor
Organ,,,.’
Manuel Partheniades

SPACE IS LIMITED

RESERVE NOW!
295-4025

Daytime:
CALL
Nights: CY 2-2293 or AN 9-3006
493 E. SANTA CLARA ST. AT 11th
What makes this
Spring’s sporicoet
different form last Fall’s?
Color! Robust new
colorings that are light
and alit* .., made for
creative accessories.
Escape from th drab and
see our Cricketter
sportcosts with a kick!
Tailored along trim,
natural lines in your
choice of pure wool or
wool with Dacron or
Orlon blends.

ATTENTION
EUROPE 63-TRIPSTEFS
6 UnitsCiollege

Credit

$35000
19.00 INC. AIR (HARTER)

PRICE INCLUDES:of Paris

All -Meals
6 Weeks At The University
Tuition
Accommodations
Twin
OPt.

110

11 4 NO liii /ON I I /

Call Prof.

IA.ngyel

An Authorized Organiser
CY 4-6414 X 2540, 354-9292
or -CY 5-1311
AT KIM’S, 20 Si). SECONli
Flat: P48KIVG
41.’S, 38 SO. THOM. or 4NI eITY tm

493 E. SANTA CLAR A ST. AT 11TH

ilent
.,at.
,1

I tan baseball team in a 7:00 conBy DAN MeLEAN
runner-up Santa Clara test.
Municipal Stadium this I The game is scheduled for the
evening, to tangle with the Spar- late hour for the convenience of
San Jose State students who might
101;1111 I wish to see the Spartans and the
Broncos clash, but who have afternoon classes.
Last year the two schools
Iii
1 /
1
I fared each other Dyke. wit h
11
Santa Clara coining out on the
I Ili
1
Special Student Rates *
’ ,

Its la,’
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:,,inta
the Spa:

111 they
’oid Sat um;

X
GATOS

TY PEVirRITERS
MODERN OFFICE
MACHINES CO.
121 E. g.n Fernando
293-5283

SPE
TO 555 FACULTY AND

M0407.THRu FRI.
STUDENTS

One bay Service

A
"WORK
OF
ART"

18 HOLE REGULATION

o/c/Rif-3

IUR

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

".-.
2050 S.WHITE ROAD
.
2.mrLis
miry
S

DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD

.2.5.43361

Art Cleaners

PP-

3011 E. Santa Clara

Il

DIAL 15

293-1030

SMALL
COMBINATIONS 65C
DELUXE COMBINATIONS:
SOUP, CHILE RELLENO. ENCHILADA, TOSTADA, RICE

$1.35
35

IT

ne 18

t. 3
:ost
son
ft
,p

Ni
?5006
T 11th

L’A:Z-C-C) TACOS

)1’1.. \

.AT

7 FOR COMPLETE BREAM,’ \ s"I’

raquito

FOR ORDERS
AND RESERVATIONS

30 So. 2nd St.
OPEN 9-9, Fri., Sat., Sun.; 9-3 a.m.
CALL CY 5-9822

:Be Wise! Shop KING BEE!’
3

COFFEE
WESSON OIL
SHORTENING
Folgers

TOMATO SAUCE
FRUIT COCKTAIL
LOG CABIN SYRUP

Snowdrift

45c
3cn 494

14
A

Maid
Rite

LlprlIS

Large 24-0z.
Bottle

Each

Ballard

High -scoring San Jose State forward Dennis Bates was selected to
the second team of the All -Northern California basketball squad
late Monday evening.
Bates, along with forward -guard
Bill Yonge, who received honorable
mention in the balloting, was a
newcomer to the post-season honor
list.
The first team was headed by
WCAC scoring champ Steve
Gray of St. Mary’s, The Gaels’
senior forward nosed edit Stanford center Torn Dose for player
of the year laurels.
Joining Gray and Dose on the
first five of the "dream team"
were 011ie Johnson, USF center;
Don Clementson, Stanford guard;
and Gene Shields, Santa Clara
forward.
The second five was composed
Bates, Brad Duggan, Dick
Smith, LeRoy Jackson and Joe
Weiss.

San Jose State’s trash basel,.,11 er John Lyon nent all the nay.
team exploded for seven runs in limiting the high
nine ill
the last two innings to win its two hits, both singles, routing in
season opener against Logan High the set
I frame.
School, 7-0, yesterday afternoon on
Following the two second inning
the SJS diamond.
safeties, Lyon retired 18 batters
Hide-arming Spartabahe hurl - in a row. He sent seven down
,winging and walked only one Logan sticker.
The contest remained scoreless
until the fifth frame, at which
time San Jose put together three
singles and two costly Logan
The gymanstics team’s hopes for
miscues for three big runs. Seca successful season will be looked
ond baseman Dave Salinero singled
at competitively tonight at Stanin the last two runs.
ford, as the Spartans start the
In the nest inning the Sparfirst of three matches over a fourday span. Free exercise activity tan yearlings put together four
straight singles hy Chuck White.
opens the session at 7:30 p.m.
San Jose State trampled the In- ’/,eke Garcia. Larry Eliyondo and
dians 66-46 in their one meeting Ly,m. Right fielder Kill Meyer
this season. From Stanford, the 1160 contributed a base hit to
men of Clair Jennett travel to the the rally.

Inman will go with the same
lineup of Dennis Bates and Bill
Yonge at forwards, Harry Edwards
at center and Al Jancsi and Ron
Labetich at guards.

Coach Stu Inmare; Spartan.
assured thenewles 44 a 0111a11::
season Monday night nlien
stunned third -place St.
60-39, in their second major upset of the season (tile first being
the aforementioned l’sF game).
The Spartans are now 13-9 on
the season and 6-6 in league,
which Mares theni fourth in the
standings.

Spartababes Test
Once-Beaten Dons
coach Danny Glines’ freshman
cage squad will be seeking its third
straight win against WCAC competition tonight at 6:15 when it
invades San Francisco to trade
baskets with once-beaten USF in
the Don pavilion.
Monday night the Spartababe
brokes a close contest wide open
in the second half to sting St.
Mary’s, 73-56, in San Jose. Four
Sparts, S. T. Saffold 1151,
Newell 115i, Frank TarrantLs
and Jeff Goodere i13.1 broke iwr
double figures.

The league co-leader,: are paced
by sophomore pivot mien 011ii
Johnson, who is in the WCA4.’ top
ten in scoring, rebounding and
field goal percentage. In tact, the
6-8 center leads the conference
with a blistering 60 per cent (tom
the field.
Joining Johnson in the forecourt
will be high -scoring forward -center Dave Lee, who has more than

.)lici Fri. &PIZZA
Sit. PARTY NITES
YhdialiaLl
Featuri
ng Nova
The
Wi
l
d
Bossa
I\

The Unicorn

DANCING TO THE

)5
\l II II

Oregon and Florida
Call 294-4243

AN ALL NEW
MUSICAL FUN St ’W’
The Many Moods of

FERRANTE and
TEICHER

"IMEr
AMERICA’S- MOST POPULAR
RECORDING ARTISTS
IN PERSON!
Mon Eve., March 11 A’30
ALA
$40" 5: 75 53.00 $200
CY 3-6252
net
.
.4
j
-

I gue.3s
Have to Hide!
All I did was wear rr,
new A-1 RACERS to
school. You’d think I
was a star, the way
the girls mob me.
I’m not conceded
.,/know they’re
RACERS fars!

& MI’lillII \ \

Winning Gymnasts
Tackle Stanford

Southland where they will meet
Los Angeles State and Long Beach
on Friday and Saturday nights.
SJS Is 4-5 on the season and are,
riding a four-match win streak.’
Only four more dual engagements
remain on the Spartan schedule.
including tonight’s Stanford gettogether.

Meyer led all hitters with a 3
for 4 day, including a run producing double in the fifth.
Coach Bill Gustafson’s freshmen will return to action Friday
afternoon at :1:30 against Mt. Eden
High School on the local diamond.
1100 000 0-0 2 2
Logan
San Jose 000 031 a-7 11 1

WE CAN FIT ALMOST ANYBODY
Don’t let

us fit you in contact lens.

The (.4nnael Len. Center
123 South 3rd S4., San Jose CY

.1-2-7.1

’100

\ r;

glasses spoil your appearance. Come in today and let

s

.

stacAs

50Racer
84.98 to 6.98

7-5174

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

Weed:o
II

tIl

181 SOUTH FIRST ST.

45‘
294
10’

CYpress 4-5534

"The 8(49’4 ctere
3-^i

&liege

clicp

321 S. 1st St.
Cut From Fresh Lean
Eastern Pork

5

For

7

‘
79’
794
194

Satisfy Your Hunger
Delux HAMBURGER

$ioo

11011111i ill
111.1% 4.1111.11-o ,

Specials Store
In

F9r:andros KING BEE SUPER
Thrifty Green

21,0111,1

11,1r IN

I. Fr,.

Golden Ripe

Many More Super

Lb.

Tasty Lean
Full Cuts Lb

W7.1tceke"a

We Give

The two teams clash again a
week from today at Santa Clara.
Saturday, the Spartans travel to
’ Berkeley to meet the UniversO
of California in a 2 p.m. conies!
In an earlier game. Cal top;s
SJS, 8-2.

Bates Selected
To Second Squad
Of All-Star Quint

Versatile Lloyd Moffatt, nho
OP used at forward or guard
depending on Peletta’s strategic.
needs, will get the call at one
guard %%bile junior Jim Brovelli
sslIt hold down the other slot.
Duey Thomas and Dan BP111.111mini give the Dons solid depth
In the baekcourt.

CARS AVAILABLE
To Be Driven To

San Jose 13, California

ROUND STEAK
GRAPEFRUIT
BANANAS

..rf Parking

Cottrell intends to start seven
returnees, including Laughlin.
The other Krone starters will
he Ron Cahoon, catcher; John
Roccabello, first base; John Ginvanolit, second base; Hill Connolly, third base; Gary Maibini,
shortstop, and Tom Arriet a,
Kenny Flannigan and Keno DiBono in the outfield.

STEVE GRAY
... player of the year

adequately replaceci injured Dick
Brainard, and junior forward Ed
Thomas.

’TARTAN DArLY-5

"II

Pillsbury Buttermilk

PORK STEAKS

San Jose Coach Ed Sobczak
plans to go with Bill Dawson on
the mound against Santa Clara.
Dawson was 7-3 last year for the
Spartans. Santa Clara Coach John
(Patty) Cottrell will counter
with Larry Laughlin, idle last year
but 5-6 with the Broncos in 1961.
Santa Clara has a 3-3 record
this season. The squad lost to the
Pittsburgh Pirate Rookies, the
Philadelphia Philly Rookies, and
San Francisco State. It beat SFS,
Fresno State, and -the Baltimore
Oriole Rookies.
Besides Dawson. Sobczak plans
to start Rich Green, catcher: Tom
Van Amhurg, first base; Lon Romero, second base; Ken Takahashi,
third base: Gary Vice, shortstop,
and John Jurivich, Carl Fisher and
Dick Buschini in the outfield.

By GENE WILLI.% \Is
Pennant contending l ...ersity
of San Ftancisco enters into a
"must" situation this evening when
It plays host to unpredictable San
Jose State in an all-important
WCAC clash at 8:15 on the Don,’
court.
Deadlocked with the Santa
Clara Broncos at 8-2 atop the conference, Pete Peletta’s fast -breaking quintet has a two-fold motive
for victory. Obviously. USF needs
the win to keep pace with Santa
Clara, but the Dons are also thirsting for revenge of S.IS’s startling
49-48 upset of two weeks ago.

Lrg. No. Sol 00
II
21/2 Cans

All Varieties
Morton
Large 8 -Inch Size

Or

$169

Large
38-0z. Size

Del Monte

FRUIT PIES
BISCUITS

-Lb. Canister
Can

Extra

long end eiwh time, 8-1 and 9-0.
Later. the Broncos went on to
the NCAA tournament In
Matta.
Neb., being nosed out In
the finals by Michigan In iS
Innings.

Freshmen Win Opener
Against Logan Nine

Mexican Restaurant
Dinners

& BEANS

53

‘
1,
USF Entertains SJS
In Conference ’Must’

NCAA Runner-Up Santa Clara
Tests Glovemen at Municipal

Stamp.
I0th & Keyes

.1.1.

itli

.itn1

A Full Line of
A-1 Tapers . . .sz. 26-36

kill Martine/
290 South First St.
Use your BenIternericard et
Clue First NetionI Charge PI,
Open *very night till 0 00
until Christrriss

Oili ,,,,

30c

All perking ficiefs velideterl

’11 !STU, I{
.11 \I41{

Phone Orders CY 7-8421

Oh and St. James

TOWN &
COUNTRY

ACSCP Meet

6--44P.i.RT LW DAILY

-e-

Spartaguide

Dr. Frederic A. Weed, bead of
political science. arid Dr. Theodore
Nor!oti. assistant professor of
will attend the
tot the State Council of
:tw Association of Califontus State
in
ACS(’P
t’ullege
ot ess.ies
-Sacramento Friday. March ti and
itiroughout the Neeke-sal.

Women’s Recreation Assn.: Has’ TODAY:
s tin Zr, log,
m
Rah) Corunsitter: Meets in TH5S., kett aii. copetitive
WG, 7 pm.
3.3t.1 put
Cafe Capers: Dancing from 2-3
Women’s Recreation Assn.: Badmint. ,0 at 6 p.m.; (.1D:hers’s at 7 p.ni. in Cafeteria.
O.T. Club - %’olunteer Servhse
p.M. III
Flying te’s: Film on "Flight De- Project*: Discuss plans for March
cision." open to all interested In 24 service project: 11301, 4:30 p.m.
joining: Cafeteria MOM A, 7:30
p.m.
To
1’63.
tuition
fees
were
$14.
mai(
18 yeas of excellence
Student Peflet. Union: Election
I ote SJS NOS the only
, Bohannon’s the finest choice
.oilege still on the quarter of officers and assignment of comdining pleasure.
mittee positions: CH167. 3:30 p.m.
eySte111.
Interviews are now being held in
.%rab American Student Assn.: Building X. 303 S. Ninth St., between
Friendly, courteous service
Election of officers at meeting In 9:15 crn. and 4:15 p.m. Appointment
given you in a relaxed atmoslists ars put out in advance. Students
College Union. 6:30 p.m.
phere, makes any evening more
Pi Alpha No: Installation of new are r.q.*:tsd to sign up early.-ED.
for
officers. Cafeteria room B, 7:30 TODAY:
enjoyable at Bohannon’s.
P.m.
Standard 011 Co. of CaliforniaAs for our cuisine, be !,
filliel: Talk by Dr. Peter Koesmouth-watering hors doeuvers
tenbaum. associate professor of Chemical, civil, mechanical and
philosophy: College Union. 8 p.m. electrical engineers for research,
or taste tempting meals, every
Alpha Phi Omega: Business and development, design and construcmorsel is a tree 1%. Choos(
plrdge meeting in College Union, tion.
your meal from our large selec
7 p.m.
Applied Research Laboratoryrt-lee!, . Mid-heels
of fine food.
Phrateres: Meet- it ED210, 7 Electrical and mechanical enHer: Wedgies
p
gineers, applied physics and enRemember, 18 years of cs
1,
We la...
Societ s, tor %thane...merit of gineering physics majors and anarience add up to pleasant
Management (sAMI: Holds initia- lytical chemists for junior enAAAAA to
i,ing for you at
tion tnitiquct at Golden Door-, Res- gineers and junior physicists.
8’1 to 12
taurant, ti::iu p.m.
AcArthur Andersen &
United Campus Christian Fel5, 95 to $24.95
counting or business administralowship: Meets at Christian Cention majors with an emphasis on
ter. 300 S. 10th St.. 7 p.m.
accounting for auditors, tax acc,orge occounts
Roger Williams Fellowship:
countants, and administrative
open thurs ’III 9
Meets at Roger Williams House,
services work.
156 S. 10th, 7 p.m.
Carnation Co.-Mechanical and
Collegiate Christian Fellowship:
Discussion of "Personal Evangel- industrial engineers along with
ir6Pet4-10E:..;
ism" by John McWilliam and Ted accounting and marketing majors
! 1111
CY1401111
30 I. SAN ANTONIO
DOVICOVIN Si. Joe
Cornforth: Memorial Chapel, 9. for sales, marketing, accounting,
management and mechanical and
industrial engineering positions.
TOMORROW:
Burroughs. Welcome
Majors
Sudety of industrial Engineers:
Speaker on -What Is In Store For with background in the sciences or
The Graduate I.E.?"; Garden City experience in biology, pharmacy
.1. chemistry for pharmaceutical
Hofbrau, 7:30 p.m.
Take A Long Look At Spring
Arnold Air society: Meets in sales.
TH139. 7:30 rcm.
Federal Food and Drug Admitsktration - -Chemistry majors or
In HELEN WHITING’S beautiEd. Majors To Attend Jny students with 30 units of
ful Bonerell0 spun rayons.
Woven to duplicate the look of
Open House Saturday
TOMORROW:
linen. they capture the longed An ripen house for teach,r c
for lengthy look. In the wanted
Campbell Soup Sales Co.-Mar(liciates will be given by the Union
spring colors. Their sunshine
School District of West San Jose keting, economics, business majors
Saturday morning, March 9. at and foreign trade majors for sales
may become yours
Dartmouth Schoo I, 5575 Dart- of company products leading to
marketing
department
assignmouth Dr.
in
The open house is to acquaint ments. Citizenship is required.
elementary school teachers wit,
junior sizes 5 to 15
Personal Products-land Fri are interested in teaching position, (Idyl -Business majors for careers
on west side of San Jose.
in marketing.
The school district will have a
San Francisco City Chil Service
bus in front of the Administration
Building, Seventh and San Fer- Commirealon Chil engineers, ennando Streets at 8:30 Saturday gineers, business administration
and social sciences majors for varmorning.
Interested students may contact ied work in engineering and social
the Union School District for fur- win*. Citizenship required.

A Tit .11111’111\
/N

Night Papers
Editions of the Spartan Daily
are placed in three distribution
txece* at 6 p.m., Monday through
Thursday, expressly for evening
students.
They art. plaited at the folliAaille
locations: in front of the cafeteria.
In front of the bookstore and at
the box by the library in thrquail

ment training in international
banking plus trust and branch
banking. Citizenship required.
First Western Bank & Trust Co.
-Accounting, economics, finance.
and business majors for management training program.
coil/ate-Palmolive Co.-Business
administration, liberal arts and
marketing majors and relate(’
fields for household products field
sales management prograni. Citioral
Stlifilner
zenship Ivo
1011,

Laurel Olen-Iden Witt
WUlteell for cutaiselurs and luLstroc
tors. Summer positions only.
Camp

ALL THE SPAGHETTI
YOU CAN EAT
with garlic bread
and salad

99

CHARCOAL BROILED
STEAK
with ygefables. belied
and salad

pc,tato

$1.29

JUNIORS

LYN’S BAR-B-9
311 N. First (off Julian)

I

jpaor.is.at

iseigiecit,etni,hoecussiospa.lal

reallIght:totTdlefgreelliben riinesil:oi.a:fretmredsajb"a’acc.’tai’sl’a"at’lln--

Jose State College. Thirty-six

lions also are offered

OPEN

STUDENT

Monday
Thursday
Friday
TILL 9

DISCOUNTS

Job Interviews

>.
Shoes
toBeautiful

SJS Offers 33 Liberal Art M aiors

CY 7-9755

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPMENT

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
AHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
1425 W. SAN CARLOS

CY 8-1212

SPARTAN
AUTO PARKING
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Specializing in State College Parking

MONTHLY RATE REDUCED TO $8.00
Car Capacity
3 Courteous Helpful Attendants
400

2 Highly Skilled Mechanics
small repairs made while you’re in classes
tires, tubes, batteries, etc.

4th St. Opposite College Library

_

11.98

iMe

14 E. San Antonio
CY 3-0508

ther information by calling ESBank of America-Liberal arts
sex 7-2462.
and business majors for manage-

SJS Is Oldest

San Jose Statc, oldest state institution for higher education in
’California. began in 1837 as Minn;
’Evening Normal School, a department of the San Francisco school
system.
The school was taken over by
the state when the California
State Normal School was founded
in 1862. The school was known
,ccidents. Earn $75041000 as San Jose State Teachers’ ColJr3eni-y needed. Car fur- lege from 1921 to 19:15.
etpenses paid. No sellN.. p..cr erperlence necessary. Pick I
Investigate full time
own joo
$0.44 hour spare time. Write
?r earn
No obligation. Uni1.or
free lterature.
i
1 versa CCA-3, 6801 Hillcrest. Dallas 5,
i Tates.

..Spattana

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
.
57 Chev. "210." La -e 62
’, -.peed. tech.. susp. CY 3-4496
55 Austin -Healy. Er 11ne exult . cord.
or W. Needs pod); work. $500. 295,
27

3,A0der

T mod,fied rd-tr. Tubular
’-z-dy. :555. GR

58

20

’
V"_);

SALE.

SALE
All Labels At
Discount Prices!

Dave Brubeck

Ray Charles
Miles Davis
Peter, Paul and Mary

Write Songs? We can help get them ,
.shed, recorded by companies like
Decca. Some of our members
cry words and are looking for
incoaficn. Free brochure. Nat,’. a’
..vriters Guild, Bo. I987N, Ore’ fa.

a- c

JAZZ & FOLK

Mose Allison

Superfluous hair remoyed for life A. L
-eie Pt. 210 So. 1st, 2944499.
/r1-1-e mo. 55913 --7. A:3 4-,
Siudenti Graduati - AL CORRAL
Aspettate la Sue
CORRAL).

55 Chev.

.

PERSONAL

House of Records

Pete Seeger
Brothers Four
Harry Belafonte

SERVICES
s’ande’d q. is -

Auto insurance for students. Phone 248.
2420. Chet Bailey Ins. 385 So. Monroe
Street.

** ****** **************

FOR RENT
Clean, cornf.. 2-rm. apt. 5,J5 So. 7th
rda 5829 a"rr 2

100 wedding invitations, $11.95. One in
gold free AL 2-9191, day-cite.

FREE

Two bedroom furnished scoarment. 349
S.15 graduate student doing tan
1. Ii rh $t. Cs.’ 297 B331,
Furn. rooms. -n qs..oients. V ’
;fro. rg
& $
3088,
Now scnt-lirrei apt.
’2 baths.
,5. 70 1:1r 8th.

home in eirchande ’-

Ch:ld care.
25,
Wer,e,

SENECA

TRANSPORTATION
Rid. wanted: 5.
0 ./
/..,P
--a1

SJSC 7,301
344.1411.

LOST AND POUND
.nie return

"

Classic furnished apartments. New
121 N
&
295 3485.
WANTED
Hasher wanted. 205 ’770 Ms ntenen-n
t,,, +0
ff b.D’Ird sod rne, ss a,TO

1 GIRL
ti,are ape. 297.3899.

Oriental girl prefer-ed. Rm. &
’,ring,- 2 hrs. work it. ewer mg

ii

I girl to share apt. w-li 3 o,reo. $35 a
52? So. 7th No. 6 294-7640,

111c.

While we are
postponing, life
speeds by-

CLASSIFIED
25. lin
204 a line
2

B. Iva watch lost on ,
-1 -7. Phone 326.8959

RATES:
first insertion
succeeding insertions
line rnin,rnurn

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order thank
with Check or Mony Order.
1,10 Phone Orders

Seneca said it around 2’. A D.
and wise men have been echo’
tog his remark ever since.
Today, no man ten afford to
postpone his financAplanning.
And an integral part of that
planning is a life insurance
program.
Our campus office specializes
in life insurance programming
for young men. For full informa
bon about the benefits of getting a headstart, stop by or
telephone.

1 Record Free with
Purchase of 5
During This Special

SALE
Today thru Saturday
Open ’till 9:00

House of Records
3rd & San Fernando

PROVIFjENT
MI 11 UAI

10111,MALPiCli COmr

I II r

I Block from Campus

get Lots More from BM
more body
in the blend
more flavor
in the smoke
CCD more taste
through the filter

rue.
00..cr."

It_TOPIS
1.10111, I Mnia

*

-

CO

It’s the rick -flavor leaf that does it! Among L&M’s choice tobaccos there’s more
of this longer-aged. extra-cured leaf than even in some unfiltered cigarettes. Awl
with L&M’s modern filter -the Miracle Tip -only pure white touches your hrs.
Cet lots more from L&M-thefriter cigarette for people who really like to smoke.

